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The Traffic Service Position System No. IB (TSPS No. IB) was

developed by replacing the Stored Program Control No. 1A (SPC 1A)

with the SPC IB, consisting of a 3B20 Duplex Processor (3B20D) and

a Peripheral System Interface (PSI). The PSI was designed to inter-

face the 3B20D Processor technology with the existing TSPS periph-

eral system. This article describes the differences in technologies

between the SPC 1A and SPC IB, the hardware design required to

overcome these differences, and the fault recovery and diagnostic

software development required to integrate the new hardware into

the maintenance structure of the TSPS No. IB.

I. INTRODUCTION

The 3B20 Duplex Processor (3B20D) was developed as a general-

purpose processor with a set of common system peripherals to support

a wide range of applications and an instruction set optimized for a

high-level language compiler.
1 To allow the 3B20D Processor to com-

municate with the Traffic Service Position System (TSPS) peripheral

community, a special interface circuit was needed to bridge the differ-

ence in speed, timing, and control protocols between the new processor

and the existing TSPS peripheral:This circuit is called the Peripheral

System Interface (PSI) circuit. To bridge the software technologies

without rewriting all existing TSPS operational code, the Stored

Program Control No. 1A (SPC 1A) instruction set was emulated via

special microcode, and 3B20D native code was used to interface the

emulated code with the DMERT operating system. With these

changes in hardware and software came the task of developing a
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maintenance strategy that could integrate the advantages of the 3B20D
Processor and Duplex Multi-Environment Real-Time (DMERT) op-

erating system with the existing TSPS maintenance strategy. Finally,

to introduce the 3B20D Processor into in-service TSPS offices, retrofit

procedures had to be developed to replace the existing TSPS No. 1

processor with a 3B20D Processor.

The task of incorporating the 3B20D Processor into the TSPS
system provided a unique set of challenges. This article describes the

hardware and associated maintenance software required to accomplish

this task. The emulation microcode, overall software architecture, and

the implementation of the processor retrofit are covered in Refs. 2 and

3.

II. TSPS NO. 1B PROCESSOR AND PERIPHERAL INTERFACE
DESCRIPTION

The TSPS No. IB configuration consists of the existing TSPS
peripheral system and a new processor called the SPC IB. The SPC
IB consists of the 3B20D central control unit, disk file community,

input/output processors, and the Peripheral System Interface unit (see

Fig. 1*).

The peripheral architecture for TSPS No. IB remains essentially

unchanged from TSPS No. 1. The interface between 3B20D Processor

and the TSPS peripheral communication buses is provided by the

Peripheral System Interface circuit. In the following sections a short

description will be given of the SPC 1A, and the TSPS peripheral

system architecture. These sections are included to highlight the

significant differences in processor design and to identify integration

requirements. For a more detailed description of the SPC 1A see

Ref. 4.

2.1 Description of the SPC 1A

The SPC 1A consists of a duplicated pair of central control (CC)

units, a duplicated program and data store complex, a program tape

unit (PTU), a master scanner, a signal distributor, a central pulse

distributor (CPD), a maintenance control center, and a duplicated

peripheral communications bus system (see Fig. 2).

The CC has a processor cycle time of 6.3 jus, with an instruction

execution time of from 1 to 3 cycles. Most register operations require

a single cycle, while memory writes require three cycles, and most

peripheral orders require two cycles. The processor performs logic with

a 20-bit combinational logic subtractor, which also has the capability

* Acronyms and abbreviations used in the figures and text of this paper are defined
at the back of this Journal.
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Fig. 1—Traffic Service Position System No. IB.

of performing the logic operations AND, OR, and EXCLUSIVE-OR.

Circuits are also provided to perform shift or rotate functions, both

right and left. There are seven general-purpose registers each contain-

ing 20 bits, which provide internal storage for information manipula-

tion.

Although the CC arithmetic/logic unit (ALU) operates on 20-bit

words, the communication between the CC and the main stores is over

a 47-bit data and instruction bus with a 19-bit address bus. Data are

physically stored as 47-bit blocks, which consist of either a 40-bit

instruction or two 20-bit data words, six Hamming error-correcting

code bits, and an overall parity bit. An additional bit is used internal
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to the processor to select one of the 20-bit data words for read and

write operations. This additional bit provides an effective 20-bit ad-

dressing capability.

The SPC 1A program and data store complex consists of duplicated

store communities with each community containing up to a maximum

of 30 store modules with each module containing 16,384 47-bit words.

These stores are used for both program and data storage. Each

processor has access to both store communities for increased reliability.

Normal nonfault operation is for both store buses to be active with the

active processor accessing both stores and comparing results. For

processor write operations both store buses are written in order to

maintain up-to-date copies in both memories.

The interface of the processor to the peripherals is provided by four

AC buses. First is the SPC 1A peripheral-unit address bus, which is

dedicated to the units that are common to every SPC 1A installation.

The common equipment includes a master scanner, signal distributor,

maintenance teletypewriter (MTTY), and a program tape unit (Fig.

2). The second bus is the Peripheral-Unit Address Bus (PUAB), which

transmits data to the TSPS peripheral units. The third bus is the

Central Pulse Distributor Bus (CPDB), and the fourth is the Scanner

Answer Bus (SAB). A more detailed description of this peripheral

interface will be given in Section 2.2, since it is this peripheral bus

architecture that must be interfaced with the 3B20D Processor.

As mentioned above, a program tape unit, master scanner, signal

distributor (SD), central pulse distributor (CPD), and maintenance

control center are the basic set of peripherals required for all SPC 1A

applications. The program tape unit is a nine-track, 200-bit-per-inch

(BPI) tape unit that provides a bootstrap program loader as well as a

general-purpose input/output capability. The master scanner is used

throughout the TSPS No. 1 for data input from the peripheral equip-

ment. The master scanner contains a matrix of scan points connected

in such a manner that they can be interrogated in groups of 16 to

determine the state of a particular scan point. The output of the scan

points is transmitted to the SPC 1A on the SAB. The signal distributor

is accessed via the SPC 1A Peripheral Unit Address Bus and provides

a matrix of latching relay contacts that may be opened or closed on

command from the processor. The central pulse distributor (CPD) is

used to provide unit addressing for data transfers over the shared

system buses. The CPD is a translator decoder that takes a binary

address from the CPDB and provides a unipolar or bipolar pulse on

one of a possible 1024 points. The maintenance control center consists

of the MTTY and the Control and Display circuit. The MTTY
provides the primary craft interface function. System configuration,

status, and system diagnostics may be controlled via MTTY input. In
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addition to the MTTY, the Control and Display circuit visually indi-

cates the system status through indicator lamps and allows manual
control of the system by means of keys and switches.

2.2 Description of the TSPS peripheral interface

The primary hardware development for the TSPS No. IB was the

PSI, which interfaces the 3B20D to the existing TSPS periphery. The
TSPS peripheral interface is described at this time to provide back-

ground for description of the PSI.

The SPC 1A Peripheral-Unit Address Bus shown in Fig. 2 has been

eliminated for TSPS No. IB. The units associated with this bus, the

master scanner, the signal distributor, the MTTY, and the program
tape unit, have either been eliminated or moved to the TSPS Periph-

eral-Unit Address Bus. The signal distributor was used primarily for

SPC 1A maintenance and control and is no longer needed. A few signal

distributor points that were not associated with the SPC 1A were

reassigned to signal distributor points in the TSPS periphery. The
MTTY and the program tape unit were replaced by equivalent func-

tions in the 3B20D Processor, and the master scanner was moved to

the PUAB because many of the scan points were used by TSPS
peripheral circuits.

The peripheral bus structure retained after replacement of the SPC
1A consists of the Central Pulse Distributor Bus, the Peripheral-Unit

Address Bus and the Scanner Answer Bus. These three peripheral

communication buses retained for TSPS No. IB contain four types of

leads: data, control, error detection, and diagnostics.

The CPD bus includes 32 enable address bits that select one of the

possible 1024 enable pulse outputs from the CPD. Control leads include

a bus sync and four execute pulses that activate the CPD decoding

logic. Each execute pulse is dedicated to one CPD unit. An additional

control lead is the "we-really-mean-it" (WRMI) pulse, which is used

to provide additional signaling redundancy, thereby increasing noise

immunity. The error-detection leads include parity check bits across

the data bus, an execute complete signal, an "all-seems-weU" (ASW)
response bit, a bit that indicates single or multiple CPD output pulses,

and two enable-verify reply signals that indicate reception of an enable

pulse by the selected peripheral unit. Diagnostic and maintenance

leads include a master reset, and a bit to diagnose error-checking

circuits.

The PUAB leads pass through a Communications Bus Translator

(CBT) circuit before being transmitted out to the TSPS peripherals.

The PUAB has 20 bits of data and three control leads. The control

leads include a CBT reset pulse to clear CBT input registers, a latch

pulse to load the CBT input registers, and an execute bit that causes
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the CBT to send translated data to the peripheral units. Error-checking

leads include a parity bit over the data field, and an ASW bit, which

is a summary of error checks performed by the CBT.

The SAB is the input bus to the processor; it includes 20 bits of

data. Bit twenty is used by some peripheral units as a parity bit; the

processor provides a parity check on the scanner answer data. Control

functions for the scanner bus are all provided internal to the processor

and consist of a window during which peripherals must load answer

data onto the bus.

The error-checking leads described above are connected to check

circuits in the processor or connected directly to a set of hardware

registers called the Peripheral-Unit Maintenance Summary (PUMS)

registers. The outputs of the error-checking circuits are also loaded

into the PUMS register. The data in the PUMS register is compared

with expected data, and if any errors are detected, the processor circuit

generates a maintenance interrupt that results in the scheduling of

TSPS fault-recovery programs.

Other peripheral interface leads include clock leads and processor-

controlled pulse leads. The clock leads include 91-fts, 0.5-fis, and 5-ms

output pulses, which drive the Automatic Message Accounting tape

units, teletypewriter buffers, and other circuits that need them. The

pulse leads are direct processor-controlled leads called "P-position"

pulse sources. The P-position pulses were provided in the SPC 1A by

special processor hardware called Buffer Bus Registers.
4 The purpose

of these pulse sources is to provide direct processor control of critical

peripheral units for hardware recovery in the event that the normal

peripheral communication path is failing. These pulses include: a CPD
reset; a network reset for trunk-link and position-link circuits, universal

trunk frames, etc; and an auxiliary reset pulse, which is presently used

for the TSPS Position Group Gate and the Service-Observing Gate

transmitter circuit.

In essentially all cases, the characteristics of the signals transmitted

and received on these buses are bipolar AC pulses of 0.5-fis duration

and approximately 6-volt amplitude.

All peripheral orders—both distributes(DIST) and scans (SCAN)—
operate with the same basic sequence. An address is loaded onto the

CPD bus, which activates one of a possible 1024 enable-pulse points

out of the CPD; immediately after the CPD address is pulsed, binary

data may be placed onto the PUAB. The enable pulse from the CPD
activates receiving circuits in the selected peripheral unit and primes

that circuit to receive data over the PUAB. The selected circuit

responds based on the data received and the CPD pulse received. For

example, if a scanner were being accessed, the binary address would

specify a group of 16 scan points to be interrogated, and the state of
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the scan points would be gated onto the SAB and returned to the

processor. By requiring each circuit in the periphery to read the binary

address only after receiving a CPD enable pulse, a high degree of noise

immunity and reliability is achieved in peripheral communications.

In summary, there are greater than 200 data and control leads that

provide communications between the TSPS peripherals and the proc-

essor. They are AC bipolar pulses and are transformer-coupled to the

peripheral buses.

III. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 3B20D PROCESSOR

The central control (CC) of the 3B20D Processor
5

is micropro-

grammed, extensively self-checked, and handles 32-bit data words in

a 24-bit address space. The control unit (CU) consists of the CC, its

main memory, cache, Direct Memory Access (DMA), and input/out-

put channels. In the standard duplex processor configuration, two

control units operate in a nonmatching mode with one designated as

active, while the other serves as standby-ready. A main memory
update circuit maintains the consistency between main stores to ensure

an up-to-date environment in the event of a processor switch. The
SPC IB Processor and peripheral architecture is shown in Fig. 3.

The 3B20D Processor supports a wide variety of peripheral devices

including moving head disks, magnetic tape drives, data links, and
terminals. Peripherals are controlled in programmed I/O mode directly

by the processor, or with Direct Memory Access (DMA) through

appropriate interface circuitry. A Disk File Controller (DFC) unit

manages the information flow to and from the moving head disk drives,

and an Input/Output Processor (IOP) unit provides interface control

for magnetic tape drives, data links, terminals, and other customized

peripheral controllers.

The central processing unit of the 3B20D utilizes a 32-bit data

architecture throughout, including the main memory buses and an
optional 8K-byte cache memory. Extensive self-checking is used to

ensure immediate fault detection and possible correction of errors to

allow graceful recovery and ensure high system availability. Hamming
correction of single-bit errors and detection of all double-bit errors are

performed by the main-store controller on each memory read opera-

tion. In addition, on every refresh cycle, a memory word is checked
such that all words are tested periodically. This capability ensures that

memory failures occurring on infrequently used addresses will be

detected quickly.

Software processes on the 3B20D use a 24-bit virtual address space,

which is converted by memory management hardware to 24-bit phys-

ical addresses using a paged-segmentation scheme. The memory man-
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agement circuitry is a high-speed, two-way, set-associative memory
called the Address Translation Buffer (ATB). The ATB reduces over-

head associated with the address translation function, and also pro-

vides main-store access protections on a page or segment basis. Phys-

ical memory can grow in half- or full-megabyte increments to a total

of 16 megabytes. Memory instructions provide addressing capabilities

with byte, half-word, full-word (32 bits), or move-block options.

The 3B20D Processor is a microprogrammed machine where up to

four instruction sets can be dynamically selected. A variable microcycle

ranging from 150 to 300 nanoseconds is employed to minimize instruc-

tion time. The switchable instruction sets allow an application to

transport current software, via emulation, to the 3B20D while still

providing a modern operating system in a high-level language (i.e.,

DMERT and C language). The native instruction set is optimized for

the C programming language and supports all C data types and control

structures. Additional features within the CC include: duplicated

Arithmetic/Logic Units (ALUs) for immediate fault detection; exten-

sive bit rotate, mask, and test capability; a real-time clock with one-

millisecond resolution; and internal sanity timers.

In its duplex configuration, two basic links exist between duplicated

CUs. The first link is driven by the maintenance channel circuit and
serves as a communication and control link between the processors.

This link is used to execute off-line diagnostics, off-line audits, and

information transfers during a processor switch. The second link

connects the memory update circuits, which keep both main stores

synchronized by sending all writes to cache and main store to the off-

line memory controller. This second link also contains a backup
maintenance channel in the event of a fault in the regular link.

Peripheral units are connected to the CU via the Direct Memory
Access (DMA) unit. The DMA does not interface directly with periph-

eral units, but rather communicates with two intelligent subsystems;

a Disk File Controller (DFC), and an Input/Output Processor (IOP).

Communications to both the DFC and IOP are via Dual-Serial Chan-
nels (DSCH), which allow any peripheral to operate with either CU of

a duplex pair. Each DFC is currently capable of supporting 16 moving-

head disk drives of 300-megabyte capacity each. An IOP is capable of

supporting a wide variety of peripherals such as nine-track tape units,

printers, synchronous and asynchronous data links, maintenance and
general-purpose terminals, scanner/signal distributor, and custom net-

work interfaces. Peripherals may also be connected to the processor

Central Control Input/Output (CCIO) bus via an interface such as the

Application Channel Interface (ACHI). The ACHI is a 32-bit, parallel-

interface board that provides I/O capabilities for applications needing

high-speed data transfers with minimal overhead.
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Fig. 4—Duplex configuration of the TSPS No. IB.

IV. CONFIGURATION OF THE TSPS NO. 1B

The TSPS No. IB configuration consists of the duplex SPC IB,

TSPS peripheral units, several printers, terminals, and a duplicated

link to the Switching Control Center System (SCCS), which serves as

the remote maintenance center.
6 The SPC IB includes the 3B20D

Central Control Unit (CU), disk file community, Input/Output Proc-

essor (IOP), TSPS emulation microcode, Application Channel Inter-

face (ACHI), and the Peripheral System Interface. The overall TSPS
No. IB configuration is shown in Fig. 4.

The 3B20D Processor is equipped with nine megabytes of main store

for the initial TSPS No. IB program generic. Hardware added to the

basic processor for the TSPS application includes two boards contain-

ing three kilobytes of Programmable Read-Only Memory (PROM) for

the emulation microcode, and an Application Channel Interface

(ACHI) circuit board. The ACHI plugs directly into the CCIO bus and

provides a high-speed, 32-bit data transfer interface to the PSI. The

PSI was designed as an interface for the different I/O signaling

protocols of the 3B20D and the existing TSPS peripheral circuits. A
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detailed description of the PSI is given in Section V. The TSPS
periphery

4
is preserved in its same basic configuration with only minor

differences.
3

The disk file community for TSPS consists of duplicated DFCs
including two Moving Head Disks (MHDs) for each disk file controller

(DFC). One disk on each DFC is physically designated as the system

disk and contains the DMERT and TSPS programs and data. The
other disk drive is a spare that is fully diagnosable and contains a copy

of the system disk. If a system disk does fail, the spare drive may be

recabled to provide a full-duplex disk configuration once again.

The IOPs are equipped to provide four scanner/signal distributors

plus interface boards for a 1600-bpi magnetic tape frame, Craft Inter-

face MTTY, Receive-Only Printer (ROP), an office alarm control

circuit, a recent change and verify terminal, an auxiliary printer, a

data-linked Field Update interface,
7 and remote SCCS data links. The

additional scanner/signal distributor monitors the PSI power switch

and also provides duplicated control over +24-volt power to the PSI
peripheral bus drivers. The MTTY and ROP are separately connected

to one of the two IOPs through an automatically or manually con-

trolled port switch. This 3B20D feature provides a duplicate path

between the central processor and the maintenance center equipment
without requiring recabling or duplicate terminals. Included with the

common 3B20D equipment is a software package to receive and verify

software updates at the field site over data links.
7 The SCCS interface

is a duplicated 4800-baud link that provides 14 virtual channels through

a BX.25 protocol. The channels are used to transmit critical status

indicators, alarms, processor recovery messages, and normal mainte-

nance channel messages. In the typical configuration, the SCCS is

used to remotely monitor the TSPS sites and has complete capability

to control the machine in recovery situations.
6 The local MTTY is a

video display console that shows critical indicators, provides several

display pages depicting system configuration information, and allows

craft personnel to enter system input messages. TSPS equipment
configurations have been incorporated into the MTTY displays by
providing additional display pages and additional page numbers for

the application-only displays. A description of the Craft Interface is

given in Ref. 2.

An extensive, non-interfering, field-debugging utility is also available

by inserting a Dual Utility Circuit (DUC) into the 3B20D. The DUC
has a dedicated slot m the processor that has access to all the important

system buses. A Field Test Set (FTS) connects to the DUC via ribbon

cable to provide a program debugging environment for both high-level

programming languages and TSPS emulated code. Address and data

matchers are available, as well as program tracing capabilities. More
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information about the debugging environment used in the TSPS No.

IB development is given in Ref. 7.

V. PERIPHERAL SYSTEM INTERFACE

5.

1

Basic purpose

The basic purpose of the Peripheral System Interface is to act as a

data transfer interface with the TSPS periphery identical to that

provided by the SPC 1A. TSPS peripheral units communicate with

the SPC 1A via the PUAB, CPDB, and the SAB. The 3B20D Processor

communicates with its channels over the CCIO bus. For proper oper-

ation, TSPS units require a precisely timed set of handshaking signals

in addition to electrical compatibility with the CCIO bus. To avoid

changing the peripheral units themselves, the PSI was designed to

interface the TSPS periphery with the 3B20D Processor. In addition,

an ACHI is provided with the 3B20D Processor to allow PSI indirect

access to the CCIO bus. In essence then, the PSI appears as a main

I/O channel to the 3B20D Processor. The overall structure incorpo-

rating the 3B20D Processor and the PSI into TSPS is shown in Fig. 4;

Fig. 5 is a functional block diagram of the PSI circuit.

5.2 Overview

The general flow of information between the 3B20D Processor and

the TSPS periphery is as follows:

(i) A command word along with data information is formatted by

the emulation microcode and sent to the ACHI.

(ji) The PSI receives the command, decodes the instruction, and

starts the appropriate handshaking sequence on the TSPS peripheral

buses.

(Hi) Once the command has begun, the emulation microcode passes

a second data word via the ACHI to the PSI. This data is then

formatted by the PSI and passed onto the peripheral circuits at the

appropriate moment.

(iv) Any data sent back from the TSPS periphery along with error

check signals are verified and then combined with internal PSI fault-

detection information and passed back to the ACHI.

(v) The CU receives the data and emulation microcode performs

further post analysis and error checking on the data before the conclu-

sion of the peripheral order.

5.3 Application channel interlace

The ACHI is a 3B20D Processor I/O channel that provides a high-

speed, parallel, 32-bit interface between the 3B20D and an application

device. Control signals allow the information transfers to be marked as
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Fig. 5—Block diagram of the Peripheral System Interface circuit.

either data or command information when transmitted over the CCIO
bus. When the application passes data to the 3B20D, additional control

signals are used to indicate an "all seems well" or error response. Other

miscellaneous control signals are also buffered by the ACHI. One such

control signal used by the PSI keeps the 3B20D Processor and PSI

clocks synchronized, while another is connected to a high-priority

processor interrupt to signal when a fatal PSI hardware fault is

detected. A third lead is an extension of the CCIO bus I/O inhibit lead.

This signal is asserted in the off-line processor to inhibit all channels,

thus preventing any off-line channels from interfering with the active

processor. The PSI uses the inhibit lead in the same manner; it directly

prohibits all PSI peripheral bus drivers from pulsing even though the

sequencer may be active.
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5.4 PSI functional description

The five major functional areas in the PSI are:

(i) The ACHI interface

(ii) PSI registers

(Hi) Peripheral bus drivers/receivers

(iv) Instruction sequencer and clock circuits

(u) Maintenance and fault-recognition circuits.

Each of these areas is described in more detail in this section.

5.4.1 ACHI interface

The ACHI interface uses 5-volt, differential dc signaling on 80 pairs

of leads. There are separate input and output buses, with each bus

containing 32 data bits, 4 bits of byte parity, and 4 control leads. Data

transfers from the ACHI to the PSI are accomplished by making data

available on the PSI's input bus and then raising the appropriate

command or data flag. This flag starts the PSI sequencer, which gates

the data into the appropriate register and resets the control and data

flags. The PSI passes data back to the processor by driving its output

data bus and then pulsing the normal or maintenance control leads.

These leads are used internally in the ACHI to latch the new data and

also to indicate that data is present on the next status interrogation by

the emulation microcode.

5.4.2 PSI registers

The eight registers in the PSI are used to store data from the ACHI,

the periphery, error-check signals accumulated during an order, and

to perform maintenance control functions or operations. The CPD and

CBT registers are used to store data received from the ACHI for the

currently executing peripheral instruction. The outputs of these reg-

isters are gated through decoder circuits and then pulsed onto the

peripheral buses at the appropriate time. The two answer registers

(ARA, ARB) receive data from the duplicated peripheral Scanner

Answer Buses. This data is typically matched at the end of the

peripheral order sequence and one set is passed to the processor

through the ACHI. The Reply Check (RC) register gathers peripheral-

error-response data and is used to determine whether to assert the

normal or maintenance flag when sending data back to the processor.

The Maintenance Register (MR), Enable Address Register (EA), and

the Interrupt Source Register (INTS) are all used by diagnostics to

provide special maintenance observation and control points during

diagnostic exercises.

5.4.3 Peripheral bus drivers/receivers

The PSI must interface to three main TSPS peripheral buses. All

peripheral signaling uses 0.5-fis pulses over AC transformer coupled
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buses for maximum isolation and noise immunity. The purpose of each

bus is described in Section 2.1. The PSI has access to both halves of

each of the duplicated buses.

5.4.4 Instruction sequencer and clock circuits

The PSI sequencer consists of a dual set of timing chains, driven by

a 10-MHz oscillator, that can be used to provide pulses from 100 ns to

12 [is wide. This is accomplished by having the first chain pulse one of

its ten output leads every 100 ns, while the other chain pulses one of

its twelve output leads every microsecond. These pulses are then

logically combined to provide variable-length timing control pulses

throughout the execution of the PSI commands.

Four major types of instructions are sequenced by the PSI. The
peripheral order is the most common instruction and has three built-

in options. These options allow orders to set network points and return

response data with or without odd parity, or to set network points

only. The pulse order is another instruction that communicates with

peripheral equipment and is used to reset network points. Finally, read

and write instructions allow direct access to the PSI's registers.

A millisecond clock circuit uses countdown logic, from a 10-MHz

source, to produce a 0.5-/xs pulse every 90.9 jus, 500 jus, and 5 ms. These

pulse chains are used by AMA circuits, TTY buffers, and other

miscellaneous peripherals. Through a control lead from the ACHI, the

PSI system clocks are aligned with the 3B20D interrupt timers. This

feature is necessary to align the AMA data transfers with the clocks to

physically write the bytes onto the tape. The alignment process is also

used to detect a faulty PSI clock circuit by comparing the states of the

3B/PSI clocks every 5 ms and to generate an interrupt if the PSI clock

appears to be fast or slow.

5.4.5 Maintenance and fault-recovery circuits

Since the PSI is considered part of the SPC IB processor, high

reliability and availability plus immediate fault detection is provided.

A considerable amount of circuitry is included for special maintenance

access for fault resolution and also for immediate error detection

during peripheral order sequences. Five separate error sources are

combined to generate a processor interrupt if an internal PSI hardware

error is detected during the sequencing of an instruction. Command-
field parity, data-field parity, multiple commands, data missing, and

sequencer sanity checks are made on each order. Sequencer sanity

checks are made by comparing a predicted bit stream stored in

Programmable Read-Only Memory (PROM) against the actual se-

quence of pulses. If any error checks fail, an error indication is latched

in the PSI INTS register and an interrupt signal is pulsed through the
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ACHI and latched into the 3B20D interrupt source register. At the

conclusion of the instruction, fault-recovery software is dispatched to

take appropriate recovery actions. The clock circuit continuously

drives three system clock chains out on the peripheral buses. In

addition to possible errors during command sequences, any circuit

failures or fast and slow clock errors generate an immediate interrupt,

which is passed onto the 3B20D Processor.

Additional maintenance features are included to aid the fault-reso-

lution process and to allow major internal portions of the PSI to be

tested before peripheral drivers are enabled out onto the buses. One

such feature allows the PSI diagnostic to send data out of the ACHI,

through the PSI, and back to the ACHI without any PSI sequencer

actions. This allows the ACHI and interface cable faults to be isolated

from PSI problems. Another major diagnostic feature allows the pre-

loading of answer and reply check registers before a peripheral order

is executed. This allows the diagnostic to check nearly all features of

the sequencer and error check hardware before enabling the PSI

drivers onto the active peripheral buses. Therefore, this feature helps

prevent interference problems between the duplicate processors and

allows faults to be distinguished between internal sequencer problems

and peripheral interface circuits.

VI. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SPC 1B

The SPC IB consists of a number of different frames, units, circuit

packs, and interconnections to accommodate the various circuits that

comprise the system. These are arranged in configurations that allow

for redundancy and growth to achieve a reliable and repairable system.

6.1 General

Most of the wired frames use a newly designed framework developed

for the 3B20D Processor.
8 The new framework is 2-ft 2-in. wide, 2-ft

deep, and 7-ft high. The greater depth, as compared to existing TSPS
frames, which are 1-ft deep, allows for the use of a larger circuit pack

and still can accommodate backplane interconnections. Frame up-

rights are drilled on four surfaces that allow for mounting units of

different sizes and dimensions. Some of these holes are used for

mounting cable brackets, wire guides, and other hardware for support-

ing both intraframe and interframe cabling. BELLPAC* hardware

was used in the majority of the unit designs. This consists of apparatus

mountings, mounting plates, and other backplane hardware. Units are

arranged to accommodate circuit packs of the 8- x 13-inch size. Printed

Trademark of Western Electric.
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wiring backplanes range from two-layer battery and ground to multi-

layer arrangements for the more complex circuits. One or more units

are provided for each frame as required to accommodate the numerous

circuits that make up the SPC IB. The various units on the frame are

interconnected with ribbon cable assemblies or similar wiring means.

The circuit packs use dual in-line package devices for most logic

functions. Both 200-pin and 300-pin connecters are provided on the

circuit packs. Some number of these pins is reserved for battery and

ground potentials. Both double-sided-rigid and multilayer printed wir-

ing boards are used. All packs are equipped with face plates and tabs

for product-code markings. Circuit packs are mounted on one-inch

centers in the apparatus mountings to allow adequate cooling.

The majority of the frames are equipped with their own dc/dc

converter units for conversion of central office battery to logic poten-

tials.

The various frames are interconnected with connectorized switch-

board cables to form an SPC IB.

6.2 Equipment

6.2. 1 3B20D Processor frames

The SPC IB is composed oftwo PSI frames, two control unit frames,

two peripheral control (PC) frames, four Moving Head Disk (MHD)
frames, a tape unit (TU) frame, a power distributing frame, a Local

Maintenance Position (LMP), a Recent Change/Verify Position

(RCVP), and other craft-machine interface hardware. Figure 6 shows

the frames for the processor and peripherals line-up except for the

local maintenance position, which is illustrated in Fig. 7. A description

of the physical design of the 3B20D hardware is given in Ref. 8;

additional frames required for an SPC IB are described below.

6.2.2 Peripheral System Interlace frame

The PSI is a single-bay frame, 2-ft 2-in. wide and 7-ft high, arranged

to accommodate the PSI circuitry (see Fig. 8). The frame consists of

seven component units. On two of these units up to 20 circuit packs

that provide the logic functions and the power control functions can

be mounted. Figure 9 shows one such logic unit for the PSI. A third

unit at the top of the frame has mountings for transformers, inductors,

connecters, and terminations that provide the means for interconnect-

ing the PSI to the existing TSPS peripheral buses. On a fourth unit

dc/dc converters can be mounted. The three remaining units are fuse

panels. Two of these are for distributing +5V to the logic circuit packs.

The remaining fuse panel distributes central office battery to the dc/

dc converter input, bus controls, and maintenance functions. A frame

filter unit in the frame base filters the central office battery. The logic
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Fig. 6—SPC No. IB Processor.

units consist of BELLPAC mounting hardware. The printed wiring

backplane consists of battery and ground layers. Other connections

between circuit pack locations are machine wrapped (see Fig. 10). All

the circuit packs used in the PSI frame design are of the double-sided,

rigid construction equipped with 200-pin connecters (see Fig. 11).

The PSI is duplicated in the SPC IB. Each frame is associated with

and mounted adjacent to a 3B20D Processor control unit frame (see

Fig. 6). Connectorized switchboard cables interconnect the PSI frame

to the CU frame, the Peripheral Control (PC) frame, and to existing

TSPS frames.

6.2.3 Maintenance Control Center

In the TSPS No. IB Maintenance Control Center, three bays

accommodate the craft-machine interface and related data sets asso-

ciated with maintenance and administration functions (see Fig. 7).

The Local Maintenance Position (LMP), in two bays, accommodates
a shelf-mounted maintenance terminal, a receive-only printer, and

data sets for the Switching Control System and the remote field update

system7
interfaces. The Recent Change/Verify position, in one bay,

accommodates a shelf-mounted terminal, and data sets associated with
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Fig. 7—Local maintenance position.

the remote-maintenance monitor interface and the optional base-unit

belt-line maintenance TTY. It also contains a pedestal-mounted aux-

iliary printer. The LMP bays are mounted adjacent to the existing

TSPS No. 1 Control Display and Test frame to facilitate maintenance.
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Fig. 8—Peripheral System Interface frame.
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Fig. 9—Peripheral System Interface frame logic unit with circuit packs.

6.2.4 Power

A specially designed power distributing frame distributes central

office battery to the various 3B20D Processor frames using one or

more pairs of connectorized 10-gauge or 12-gauge feeders. The MHD
frame requires a larger pair (4-gauge) for the 30M-byte disk drive. The
PSI frames obtain central office battery from the existing TSPS power

distributing frames.

The MHD frame also requires 208V single-phase ac for the normal

operation of the 300M-byte disk transports. Maintenance terminals,

printers, and data sets obtain their protected or essential 110V ac from

the existing TSPS ac power distributing unit.

6.2.5 Bus interconnections

The TSPS peripheral buses are duplicated for reliability. Each PSI

frame has access to each of the duplicated buses. Connectorized

switchboard bus cables are provided between PSI frames and other

TSPS frames. As the PSI frame now forms the terminus for these

buses, plug-in-terminations are furnished as part of the PSI frame

design.

6.2.6 SPC IB floor plan

The SPC IB frames are arranged to satisfy the design constraints of

the communication links between the individual frames and to comply
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Fig. 10—Peripheral System Interface backplane.

with existing TSPS office equipment arrangements. Figure 12 is an

overview of a typical SPC IB floor plan arrangement designed to meet

the constraints described below. The duplicated CU frames must be

adjacent to each other and the interconnection from a CU to its
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Fig. 11—Typical circuit pack for the Peripheral System Interface frame.

associated PSI frame must be as short as possible. Therefore, the PSIs

are located on frames adjacent to the CUs. The MHD frames are

located near their associated DFC units, which are mounted on adja-

cent PC frames. For maintenance of the MHDs, the aisle spacing is

increased over the standard TSPS spacing. Location of other units

such as the tape drive and IOPs is constrained by cable length between

the CU and peripherals driven by the IOP. The 3B power distribution

frame is centrally located to minimize length of power feeders to each

of the other frames.

VII. PSI MAINTENANCE SOFTWARE

In addition to the maintenance software provided with the 3B20D

Processor and the emulated maintenance software carried over from

TSPS No. 1, a maintenance software package was developed for TSPS
No. IB. The major functions of this package are:

(i) PSI maintenance

{ii) Sanity and integrity of application processes

(Hi) Interface and coordination of integrity-related activities be-

tween DMERT and the TSPS application; i.e., initialization, overload

control, and processor switch.

These functions have been implemented in the Application Integrity

Monitor (AIM) process, a portion of the native-mode software in the

TSPS process, and the PSI diagnostic processes. The following is a

description of the PSI fault recovery and PSI diagnostics. Descriptions

of items {ii) and {Hi) are provided in Ref. 2.
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Fig. 12—Typical floor plan for TSPS No. IB.

The PSI maintenance strategy is based on hardware duplication,

fast detection and recovery from service-affecting hardware faults, and

the use of deferred diagnostics for the identification of faulty circuit

packs. The 3B20D CU and its associated PSI represent a basic switch-

able entity. This architecture makes the PSI an integral part of the

processor. As a result, its maintenance strategy is tightly coupled with

the maintenance of the 3B20D Processor.

7. 1 PSI software data structure integration

All information about the SPC IB hardware configuration, status,

error counts, and other pertinent data is contained in the Equipment

Configuration Database (ECD). The ECD contains a unit control

block (UCB) for every equipment entity known or controlled by

DMERT. These UCBs are linked data structures that form a hierar-

chical tree structure representing the physical hardware configuration

and the unit interdependences.
9 This structure links the PSI to the

3B20D hardware architecture and links the PSI to the DMERT
maintenance software control structure. The PSI UCB defines the PSI

to be a critical CU unit, thus binding the PSI and CU as a single

switchable entity. Besides describing the configuration, the UCB also

contains error counters and corresponding threshold values for fault

recovery, equipment information for service status, and hardware

options for diagnostics.

7.2 Description of PSI fault detection and recovery

Detection of PSI faults relies on the 3B20D and PSI self-checking

circuits, the TSPS microcode, and the TSPS peripheral-check circuits.

Once the fault has been detected, three different fault-recovery pro-

grams may be triggered to restore a working system by means of fault

resolution and reconfiguration. The fault-recovery program activated
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by a fault depends on where the fault is detected. Recovery programs

activated may include the TSPS AIM process, the emulated peripheral

maintenance program (F-level), or the DMERT Processor Control

Process Error-Interrupt Handler (PCPEIH). The following paragraphs

will describe the various fault-detection and recovery strategies.

7.2. 1 Fault detection

Most PSI faults are detected by the PSI internal-checking circuits.

These errors activate an error-interrupt lead to the 3B20D Processor,

which is connected to a processor interrupt source register (ISR) bit.

The fault-recovery program triggered by this fault depends on what

process is active at the time of the error. A fault that occurs during

execution of an emulated PSI peripheral order is detected by the

TSPS microcode. The microcode generates a maintenance interrupt

(F-level) to the TSPS process. The TSPS F-level program, after

establishing whether the fault is transient or hard (e.g., after retry of

the failing order), informs AIM of the failure by sending a fault event

to the AIM process with a fault code indicating whether the fault is

transient or hard.

Faults that occur during execution of native-mode PSI instructions

and faults that are detected by the 3B/PSI clock-check circuits, cause

an ISR bit to be set and result in the dispatching of AIM at the PSI

Error-Interrupt Handler (PSIEIH) entry. For these fault types

PSIEIH may interrupt and fault the running process to inform it of

the failure of the PSI I/O instruction. The decision to fault the running

process is made on the basis of its identity. If the running process is

TSPS or the PSI Diagnostic Driver (PSIDGDR), it will be faulted.

Since no other processes perform I/O with the PSI, there is no need to

fault them. Therefore, they will be allowed to continue execution from

the point of interrupt after completion of processing by PSIEIH.

Another class of faults are those that are detected by the PSI

peripheral order-checking circuits. In most cases this type of fault is a

TSPS peripheral-unit fault, but some may be faults in a PSI driver or

receiver that are indistinguishable from faults in the TSPS peripheral

unit. For these faults, a retry of the failing order through the standby

3B20D CU/PSI is performed. If the off-line retry succeeds, TSPS
informs AIM of a PSI fault through a fault code. If the retry fails,

TSPS recovers from the peripheral-unit hardware fault by switching

TSPS peripheral units.

Finally, certain types of faults in the PSI or the ACHI will result in

parity errors on the processor CCIO bus. This type of error appears as

a channel error to the CU by activating an ISR. The ISR activates the

DMERT fault-recovery process PCPEIH. 10 PCPEIH will then fault

the interrupted process. When such a fault occurs while the TSPS
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process or the PSIDGDR process is running, it will send a fault to

AIM. AIM will reinitialize the PSI and ACHI, and make a reconfigu-

ration decision.

7.2.2 Fault recovery

Once the fault has been detected and resolved to the PSI, it is the

responsibility of the AIM process to perform the required recovery

action. If the PSI fault is a transient fault, and the PSI/ACHI reini-

tialization completes successfully, AIM calls DMERT configuration

manager functions, which cause error counters in the PSI UCB to be

incremented and compared with threshold values. If either counter

exceeds its threshold value, removal of the faulty PSI is requested by

means of a processor switch. In the case of a hard error, or if the PSI/

ACHI reinitialization fails, no error counting is done, and a processor

switch is requested immediately. The processor switch is performed

by a DMERT service routine.

7.2.3 Off-line PSI fault-detection and recovery

AIM also periodically exercises the off-line PSI. If the exercise fails,

the unit is placed out-of-service and diagnostics are scheduled.

7.3 PSI initialization

The PSI must be initialized following a PSI power up, as part of a

processor switch, and for certain levels of software initialization in

TSPS and DMERT. Initialization of the PSI includes the selection of

the Scanner Answer Bus, clearing of the PSI maintenance register,

and clearing of the Application Channel Interface (ACHI).

7.4 PSI diagnostic

Diagnostics for the 3B20D CU and the TSPS microcode are included

in the common DMERT maintenance package. The SPC IB mainte-

nance package contains the PSI diagnostic.

7.4. 1 Operation under DMERT diagnostic control structure

Since the PSI is tightly coupled to the 3B20D Processor and forms

a single switchable entity with a 3B20D CU, the PSI diagnostic is

designed to operate under the DMERT diagnostic control structure.

Diagnostic results are handled by an output message process called

the "spooler." A simplified block diagram of this overall software

structure is shown in Fig. 13. The PSI diagnostic is initiated and

executed under control of the maintenance input request administrator

(MIRA) and the diagnostic monitor (DIAMON) process.
11

Elements of the PSI diagnostic which are unique to the PSI are the

Diagnostic Control Process (PSIDC), a Diagnostic Phase Table
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Fig. 13—Maintenance software structure for the Peripheral System Interface.

(DPT), phase data tables (one per phase), task routines, and off-line

test routines. Although unique for the PSI application, the implemen-

tation of the above diagnostic structure is similar to other 3B20D
control unit diagnostics, and a detailed description of the architecture

can be found in Ref. 11. Figure 13 provides a high level description of

the diagnostic control structure.

7.4.2 Off-line execution

Since the PSI and 3B20D Processor form a single switchable entity,

the active processor does not have direct access to the off-line PSI.

Therefore, most of the PSI must be diagnosed by test routines which

run in the off-line 3B20D Processor.

The off-line tests are divided into two categories of functional tests.

Internal PSI functional tests are those which exercise the PSI register

logic and sequencer circuits. These tests do not require access to TSPS
peripherals and are executed with the I/O inhibit lead activated. The
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I/O inhibit lead disables all outpulsing from the PSI to TSPS periph-

erals. External PSI tests are those that diagnose the drivers and

receiver circuits that interface directly with the TSPS periphery. All

off-line tests are loaded and executed under the control of the PSI

Diagnostic Control (PSIDIAGC) Process with the aid of DMERT
library routines that handle communication with the off-line processor.

These library routines are provided by the Processor Control Process

Maintenance Driver (PCPMD) as described in Refs. 10 and 11.

7.4.3 On-line execution

Some diagnostic routines must also run on the on-line 3B20D

Processor. These routines include the PSI power control tests, the

TSPS peripheral bus power tests, and the on-line retries.

The PSI +5V power and the TSPS peripheral bus power are

controlled and monitored by a 3B20D common system Scanner and

Signal Distributor (SC/SD). The off-line 3B20D Processor cannot

communicate with the SC/SD, therefore the on-line processor must

perform these tests. The peripheral bus (CPDB and PUAB) power

monitoring and control are also connected to the SC/SD. Diagnostic

tests of these controls are performed from the on-line processor.

On-line retries of failing off-line tests are performed when it becomes

necessary to isolate a fault between the PSI and a TSPS peripheral

unit. This situation occurs in the case of a PSI bus driver fault or a

fault in a corresponding receiver of a peripheral unit.

7.4.4 PSI diagnostic tests

The PSI diagnostic test phases are designed to test the hardware in

a layered approach such that initial tests start with data bus integrity

between the 3B20D and PSI, simple PSI and 3B20D handshaking

tests, and then progressing deeper into the PSI hardware until all

peripheral driver and receivers have been tested. The test phases of

the PSI are divided into internal logic circuit test phases and peripheral

driver and receiver test phases. In the following sections the diagnostic

test phases are described to show how the layered diagnostic design

was implemented.

7.4.4. 1 Internal PSI diagnostic phases. The internal diagnostic phases

are responsible for detecting faults in the PSI sequencer, registers, and

check circuits. These tests are executed with the peripheral bus drivers

and receivers disabled to avoid interference with TSPS peripherals.

The internal phases can be divided into three sets of tests. The first

set of tests relies on maintenance control circuitry to test the basic

data paths and ACHI/PSI communication protocols. This phase of

testing requires minimal sequencer activity by the PSI, thus providing

a high degree of circuit pack resolution by limiting the number of
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circuits under test. The second set of internal tests are the tests of the

circuit operational functions. All PSI commands are executed to verify

proper operation. During these tests error checks are ignored and the

commands are tested for proper operation by checking data results.

Finally, the remaining test phases of the internal tests are designed to

test all internal error detection and matching circuits. Completion of

the internal tests provides coverage over most of the PSI logic circuits.

7.4.4.2 External PSI diagnostic phases. After the PSI internal cir-

cuitry has been tested, the last layer of circuitry, the peripheral bus

transmitters and receivers, must be tested.

During these tests the PSI communicates with TSPS peripherals in

order to verify operation of drivers and receivers. Therefore, the PSI
diagnostic must have access to the equipage and status tables of the

TSPS peripherals to check on availability of particular peripheral

units. The PSI diagnostic control process provides this access by

sharing the memory space of the TSPS emulated process to directly

access the office data and status tables for the peripheral units.

Another capability required of the external bus testing is the ability

to resolve faults to the PSI or to the peripheral unit used in performing

the test. This capability is provided by a special-purpose, on-line

diagnostic driver called the PSI Diagnostic Driver (PSIDGDR), which

executes the same tests on the on-line processor that were executed in

the off-line processor. If the off-line results of the PSI indicated some-

test-failed (STF), the on-line test is executed to determine if the fault

truly implicated the off-line PSI. The PSI diagnostic control then

matches the off-line and on-line results. If the results match, the TSPS
peripheral unit is at fault; if the results do not match, the off-line PSI

is assumed to be faulty.

7.4.5 Isolation from TSPS process

The structure of the TSPS No. IB software architecture creates a

time-shared environment in which diagnostic execution is performed

in time segments that are multiplexed by the DMERT operating

system with the TSPS kernel process and other UNIX* processes.

This creates a potential for interference between segments and also

creates the possibility of simultaneous execution of an off-line diag-

nostic routine and on-line TSPS process peripheral orders. Potential

interference in these areas requires that the diagnostic control be

designed to eliminate interaction. Therefore, a number of capabilities

have been developed to provide isolation between the PSI diagnostic

and the TSPS emulated process.

* Trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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7.4.5.1 I/O inhibit control. The 3B20D Processor provides an input/

output inhibit control lead on the CCIO bus. This lead is active on the

off-line processor and is used by CU I/O channels to block transmission

of control signals to the peripheral units. In the case of the ACHI/PSI,

the I/O inhibit lead is used to inhibit outpulsing by the PSI drivers.

The purpose of the lead is to protect the TSPS peripherals from a

faulty PSI sequencer and to allow the diagnostic to execute peripheral

orders in the PSI without interfering with the TSPS peripherals.

7.4.5.2 PSI diagnostic-TSPS process synchronization. The external

PSI tests must utilize the TSPS periphery to test the PSI interface

drivers and receivers. Therefore, to ensure that the diagnostic periph-

eral tests do not interfere with on-line TSPS activity, the PSI diag-

nostic will be synchronized with the TSPS process. No off-line test

routines run while the TSPS emulated process is running. This capa-

bility is provided by DMERT library routines, which execute programs

in the off-line processor. The library routine checks the TSPS J-level

timer (which is generated by the 3B20D clock) and will only initiate

execution in the off-line processor when a minimum of 2.5 ms remains

prior to the next J-level interrupt. In addition, the routine will retain

control of the 3B20D Processor and inhibit all I/O interrupts, timed

interrupts, and DMA activity. The 3B20D Processor will not return to

TSPS base level during this interval.

VIII. SUMMARY

A special hardware unit, the Peripheral System Interface, was de-

veloped to interface the existing TSPS periphery with the 3B20D

Processor. The addition of the PSI required a corresponding develop-

ment of new maintenance software to integrate the 3B20D mainte-

nance strategy with the TSPS No. IB maintenance strategy. This

article has described the constraints imposed by the differences in

technology, and the hardware and corresponding maintenance soft-

ware required to integrate the 3B20D processor into the TSPS system.
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